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N's" time you cut ten or twenty or possibilities in this direction. From the pays particular attention in its educa- 
fifty miles off a weekend trip home mining of raw ore to the fabrication of tional program to the development of 

by taking the short way over a bridge— the finished product, steel-making is di- college graduates and other technically- 
give a thought to the days when the rected by technically-trained men. Spe- trained men. This program has as funda- 
bridge wasn’t there, when people had to cialists in every phase of engineering mental objectives providing employees 
take the long way around. play a vital role in the many and varied a sound foundation for advancement and 

Right then would be a good time to steps in making steel. Thousands of assuring them opportunity for maximum 
make your wish... a wish that you will other engineers supervise the transfor- personal development. 
soon be able to put your engineering mation of finished steel into structures The training program in United States 
knowledge to work in helping to plan and like this mighty bridge. Steel has become the “bridge” to success- 
build the things that make America great. United States Steel recognizes the ful careers for hundreds of capable 

The steel industry offers hundreds of need for carefully-trained specialists and young men. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY > AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY * CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H.C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY Yo ey) j PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION - PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

h UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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A fluid catalytic cracker is the realiza- | new avenues of inquiry, new possibili- 

tion of the plans and the work of many __ ties, new jobs. 

men. It costs many millions of dollars Many scientists, technical men and 

—but it owes its efficiency to catalyst | engineers work for Standard Oil. We 

studies that begin in beakers that cost choose them carefully, provide them 

only thirty cents each. with the finest equipment, and try to 

. create an intellectual climate that will 
The ‘‘cat” and the beaker symbolize _ stimulate their best work. 

iis enormous range of our research From their beakers and pilot plants 

work, which draws on nearly every —_ comes the impetus that keeps Standard 
phase of chemistry, physics and engi- Qj] in the forefront of industrial re- 
neering in its effort to make petroleum _gearch, that provides thousands of bet- 

products more useful. And every new ter products so that millions of people 

fact we discover about oil opens up can enjoy better living. 

. Fw 
Standard Oil Company (stanparo 

(INDIANA) 
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EXCITING NEWS ABOUT Be. 4 

Du Pont’s Newest Fiber ‘amin 
INDUSTRIAL field will be largest initial con- 

Hundreds of smaller businesses will join with Du Pont tanpluioes Us Gosia e acids ond Kish 
in bringing benefits of Orlon* acrylic fiber to you filter cloths, coveralls, ropes, and work clothes. 

Strong sunlight will damage most have unusual properties. Develop- _ poses, it will probably be late 1950 
fibers—but not “‘Orlon” acrylic fiber, ment continued during the war when, __ before articles made of it will be gen- 
the latest synthetic yarn to come under the name “Fiber A,” the out- _ erally available. Then you can expect 
from the Du Pont laboratories. This put went for military use in the hot, _ to see it in awnings, convertible auto- 
remarkable fiber, which took eight humid South Pacific. Recently the mobile tops, golf bags, sails, electrical 
years of intensive research to de- | Du Pont Company decided to build _ insulation, as well as certain articles 
velop, has a lasting resistance to sun- a plant at Camden, South Carolina, _ of clothing. 
light, mildew, high temperatures and for full-scale production. This new In developing the uses of ‘‘Orlon,” 
even sulfuric acid. Experts say that plant will cost about twenty-two Du Pont will work with hundreds 
it is the best fiber yet found for out- million dollars. of smaller businesses—a ‘‘partner- 
door use. While samples of “‘Orlon”’ fiber are —_ ship” that will bring Americans not 

In 1940, Du Pont scientists began now in the hands of knitters, weavers only new and better products, but 
work on a new fiber that seemed to and finishers for experimental pur- _ more jobs, more business activity and 

another contribution to better living. 

ey e 
is a ££. oe" Z BS NN i SEND FOR the booklet ‘This 
reel % xr yy . ‘ we oe EE is Du Pont.” It is a 52-page 
Feo oy GF ee Z | AN Eee ibe picture story of one company’s 

Hed Bs Pe —— BS ; “ad / | F \ .Y pee contributions to America. For 
aac | chs y “es es ; Ol r a iia x Pa your free copy, write to the 

. A a We . j a ——_ a ee or ong Du Pont Company, 2503 Ne- 
, es es : : bal Se ane mours Building, Wilmington, 

Po aN = Oe ee Delaware. 
ac) 0 Ul A wo eNO a nea CO NS ie Sar 

ce ee | \ : SUT. x oa 
6 oN Ped el A aa 
4 CO TE i if NGG iL phase 

a \ . : ei es . Wet | Bs hee aie u i \. 4 A Rees Urs PAPOFE 

‘ ae ll u : ae Re BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
ne y [ 1 | ae ++sTHROUGH CHEMISTRY 

oe oe hl tl ee 

- _ —— Great Dramatic Entertainment—Tune in Cavalcade 
OUTDOOR uses of “‘Orlon” will include furniture fabric, golf bags, sweaters and swimming suits. of America” Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
New fiber stands up extremely well under sun and rain. eee 
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When you measure a name, there are many ground of experience, technical knowledge 

“dimensions” to consider, such as: integrity, and creative skill gained through constant 

capacity, vision, strength and skill. These search for more efficient, economical sources 

qualities constitute a yardstick for professional for power .. . qualifications needed to attain 

and public recognition. the eminent position the name Westinghouse 

There will be many times in your career holds as a leading producer of power equip- 

when you can increase the “dimensions” of ment for land, sea and air. 

your name by the development of a product, a, This is but one of many fields in which the 

method or through a decision you make. name Westinghouse has been indelibly written 

Some idea of the dimensions of the name over the years. 

Westinghouse, for example, may be gained by In your career you will measure many names 

a few facts about one of its many activities ... and products in industry. As you do, you will 

building turbines. find the name Westinghouse prominently 

In this field is the Westinghouse J-34 jet identified with practically every one. 

engine which is setting a new pace in aircraft Whether those products are turbines or 

propulsion in the much-discussed Navy “Ban- toasters, locomotives or lamps, electric stair- 

shee” and the Army Lockheed F-90, as well as ways or x-ray machines, we will welcome the 

in many other airplanes of both services—as opportunity to share our experience .. . our 

yet unannounced. sureness in designing and manufacturing that 

Such developments require a rich back- adds a new dimension to a name... 

 \ 2 hi vou can 6€ SURE. rs Westinghouse 
JANUARY, 1950 3
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‘The first wing of the new engineering building to house the elec- 
trical and mechanics departments. Classes are expected to be held 
here in the fall of 1950. (Foton Photo) Ropert Royce JOHNSON 
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For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS ee Cf 

THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading = Lf 
business magazines. Their primary . purpose is - , 
to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, Jf )) oe 

practically all of whom come to us from fei a a F ee, 
leading engineering schools such as yours. eo ’ y 

4 ae eo 4 + Py = 

But— Square D Field Engineers work Canada and Mexico, Square D does its A 

with the industries that do. Our specialty _ three-fold job: Designs and builds electrical i 

is electrical distribution and control as it distribution and control equipment in pace : 

applies to any industry. Each has its own with present needs—provides sound coun- . 

problems. By working with all kinds and sel in the selection of the right equipment 

sizes, we encounter a lot of questions—and for any given application — anticipates 

help work out the answers. Asa matter of _ trends and new methods and speeds their 

fact, our full-time job is working with development. 

industry — helping find that “better way If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

to do it.” tribution or control, call in the nearby 

Through such Field Engineers, locatedin Field Engineer. He’ll help a lot in finding 

more than 50 offices in the United States, a “better way to do it.” 

a 4 

1 SQUARE [) COMPANY | SQUARE J) COMPANY 
at ia DETROIT . MILWAUKEE i Wek we. [cia 3) : 

A 
SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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(photo by Hull) 
The electronic stimulator, the heart 
of the brain mapping process, 
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The senses as we know them are all connected to the 

brain with a complex system of nerves and nerve centers. 

The ear, for example, receives sounds and translates them 

for the brain to interpret. This is effected by the cochlea, 

the sense organ in the ear which is connected to the intri- 

cate network of nerves and nervous tissue of the brain by 

the auditory nerve. 

An auditory stimulus of the ear produces an electrical 

reaction in the entire network. The ear reaction is con- 

centrated in two areas, and the reactions of the other senses 

are also concentrated in certain definite regions. Thus by 
the proper audio, visual, and tactile stimulation of the 

senses, the parts of the brain that deal with specific parts by edward a. ohm e’50 

of the body can be accurately determined. 

Definite knowledge of this may make it possible to local- 

ize brain tumors and injured areas, to study how the senses 

are associated with the brain and with each other, and 

ultimately to understand better how the brain functions. (photo by Hull) 

A thorough study of these nerve connections has been 

hampered by the lack of proper equipment. Today at the ae 

University of Wisconsin Medical School an intense in- a) a4 

vestigation is under way. a a i A . 

One of the methods used in mapping the brain is shown = is ne en 

in Figure 1. The oscilloscope sweep circuit oscillator (or a | oa pene s og 

any sharp negative pulse) triggers the pulse generator at . ad : ‘ _ a 

the same time the sweep is initiated. After a time delay 5 \ oe cece 

(so the signal will appear at the center of the sweep) the _ e \ ‘ 

pulse generator produces a square wave variable in dis- e Re coy ee 

tance for T-O, variable in amplitude (100 volts maxi- +f i ae j 

mum), and variable in duration. Two other channels of | es ‘ i ee. = a 

the pulse generator also produce pulses. It is possible ‘Wee /] 2 oS o 
therefore to stimulate the ear or other sense organ with i W) C @) O47 0 

a series of pulses of various sizes and shapes. These pulses i ; Ce 
ony 

Ess ooo ua | 
| Ene oe B82, 0c : | 

\ 5 2 | 
call 

| ® i] | . \ : | 

\ me . ae 

Pa oe ala 

cone i : ; ; : : ; 

y A secs Soe eed! | 

rFONICS rm 
: The complete stimulator and recording apparatus. Note 

o the camera mounting which closes over the oscilloscope 
screen. 
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STIMULATION: ‘AUO/TORY WERVE square wave. The other components merely assist and 
Wame, OOO in insure its operation throughout the range of the instru- 
TACTHE AMPLIFIER 

ome BRAN | f(g cceces| ment. 
ARTIFACT “& CALIBRATION ee oa 

sa Fig. 3 Cohbrated Sg Wore 
> re Stimulus. Artes 

TRIGCER FOR PULSE GEM Tigger 
AWD HORIZONTAL SWEEP arouse raverher| re | Clipper berate cutout 

Seen Fig. 1 a % other channels : 
i 

can be used directly, converted to audio power, applied . 

electrically using a Schmidt stimulator, or fed to other The sequence of operation in Figure 4 is as follows: 
special stimulators. 

At te, dis Thfoumadon bb wanclaced wad wane. 1). Vi initially cut off by the voltage distribution across 
any rate, this inform s slated an : . 

. : . R, R:, and Rs; Vu" conducting heavily, low plate 
mitted to the brain where it produces local pulses of 0-2000 

micro-volts depending upon the area investigated. This voltage due to large drop across Ro. 

information is amplified and forwarded to the vertical de- 2). Sharp positive pulse applied to Vu grid, Vio? con- 

flection plates of an oscilloscope where it can be viewed ducts, its plate voltage drops causing C: to discharge 
aid recorded, R: and Rs. This cuts off Vu", its plate voltage goes 

An electrical stimulus applied at a certain point on th> positive, voltages across R:, Rx, and Rs are instan- 

cochlea will produce a typical pattern on the brain as taneously redistributed, and the grid of Vx allows 
shown in Figure 2. this tube to conduct and continue conducting after 

The shape of the pulse transmitted to the brain as well the trigger pulse has terminated. 

as its delay from the stimulus may play an important part o 

in unraveling the nerve connections. Therefore it is nec2s- ¢ © Rigger 

sary to separate the physiological from the electrical cir- % fe oulpet, 

cuit distortion. This is done by feeding a replica of the ae a Grid Vioa 

stimulus (or artifact) to the vertical deflection plates. (=) (=) ao Lp = 

There it can be seen on the screen with the incoming signal we Woe g Wa ] 

for comparison purposes. Other input selections make it ae e} ee Te Grid Vua 

e ch fig. Plate Vua 
PULSE PATTERN 

ie aalaeed 3). Ci continues to discharge across R: and Rs holding 
[foo [af [I MA SEMA Vu" cut off. The time of cut off can be varied by 
nena y switching in different condensers or varying Rs. This 

[1 f[ a] of | allows a very wide range in time delay (250 micro- 

Lele beta | | ARTIFACT seconds to 0.5 seconds). 
LACH $Q* / SQ MM, 4). As soon as the grid voltage of Vn" increasing along 

Fig 2 the R.C. discharge curve (i.e., going in the positive 

direction) reaches cut off, Vu" starts to conduct, its 

possible to calibrate signal durations, delays, and ampli- plate voltage falls, the grid of Vu" goes negative, 

tudes very accurately. This is accomplished respectively its current falls, its plate goes positive, C: charges, 
by connecting a calibrated oscillator to the Z axis and and Vu" immediately conducts heavily. This is a 

applying 50, 200, 500, 1,000, or 2,000 micro-volt square cumulative process (as was the leading edge), and 

waves to the amplifier input. it results in a sharp trailing edge if a few precautions 

The heart of the mapping process is the pulse generator. are observed. 

Its electrical characteristics and requirements will be the Note that in this type of multivibrator there is very 
main topic of this paper. little capacitance at the output plate to slow its instan- 

The pulse generator furnishes: taneous swings. That present, the interelectrode and wir- 

1). The stimulus ing capacitances, can be held to a negligible amount. 

2). The artifact or replica of stimulus to determine dis- Multivibrators are simple in theory and reliable in op- 
tortion eration when properly designed, but every application 

3). A calibrated square wave for checking the amplifier has its specific problems. 
gain and the amplitude of the brain signal. For instance, the ratios of Ri, R:, and Rs must be such 

In Figure 3 the multivibrators form the basic parts of that when Vw is conducting the grid voltage is not oper- 
the pulse generator and the type shown in this circuit was ating the tube in its saturation region. If it is, the feed- 
chosen mainly for its capacity to produce a nearly perfect back when Vn" starts to conduct is slowed until 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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Volt changes its plate current. This results in a rounded The output of the first multivibrator is a square wave 
trailing edge of the square wave. differentiated by an RC circuit to a positive and negative 

pulse (No. 9) which is forwarded to the next tube where 
Ovpet when Vios £4 5 i . operates in the positive portion is clipped (No. 10) by drawing 
salersTion region grid current. Note the positive bias of tube to aid this. 

fig The negative pip is inverted and amplified to trigger the 
On the other hand, if the grid of Vw" is not positive second multivibrator. Isolation is another important func- 

enough when the tube conducts, instability results because tion of this tube. 
the plate does not swing as negative as it should. The RC Because of the large, sharply differentiated, and con- 
discharge curve of voltage across R: and R: is then nearly stant signal applied to the second multivibrator, no iso- 
horizontal as it nears the cut off point of tube Vu". Un- lating diode is necessary. The coupling condenser and 
der this condition transients and changes in B voltages load resistance of the isolating tube can be correctly set 
will change the duration of the square wave, and the so that the undesirable feed through is negligible. That 
oscilloscope pattern will slowly drift as shown in Figure 6. which does filter through lies so close to the leading edge 

; of the square wave (and thus very much beyond cutoff) 
Ovfout ro ar rnsrehihyy “a that it is not troublesome. This is due to the sharp dif- 

i ; -—eil-co ferentiation of the square wave output of the first multi- 
iH ae vibrator, (No. 9) which makes the pulse extremely nar- 

i Grid Via row. Figure 8 illustrates this effect. 
Fig 6 

The correct adjustment of Ri, Re, and Rs (especially Ri) — 
will produce a sharp, stable square wave. ee ee 

The Input Circuit 

The ideal multivibrator described does not operate Re DTgS a | 
exactly as shown because of the effects of the input and fig 8 

output circuits. It is sometimes necessary to take special 

precautions, and the reasons, causes, and effects of these The operation of the second multivibrator is similar to 
can best be understood by referring to the waveforms of _ that of the first, except that the output is fed to a cathode 
the following circuit, Figure 7. follower of infinite input impedance where it is mixed 

- 7 7" with the output of the other two channels across a com- 
a as fF an mon cathode load. 

SS ui nl | L. A high powered low impedance output is assured usin « La Jt | H gh p P P g 
—\ ta a 6V6 as a cathode follower. It has a separate power 

7 noe a ~ supply to discourage interaction with the sensitive multi- 
Te . ti — die vibrators through variations in DC supply voltages. 

j “fig? =e Lads Mefinbat Onp-t Taf? ethar chen 

No. 1 is the output of a typical oscilloscope sweep cit- . 

cuit. a s o BE: . : , oa 7 a F pow 
No. 2 is the wave form at the grid of Vw". It is clipped output 

due to the drawing of grid current. The tube biases itself Pa ? 
automatically for different amplitudes of input. There- = Fy. 9 = 
fore a wide variety of imputs (as long as there is a steep . . . trailing edge) will trigger the pulse generator. Since a multivibrator produces a nearly constant ampli- 

No. 3 is the corresponding plate wave form. tude output, the calibrated square waves are picked off 
The variation at the plate causes Cs to charge and dis- the voltage divider at C. The artifact is of similar nature 

charge across R:. The small value of C: differentiates the picked off at D. 
wave form. Note the negative pip caused by the discharge The generator’s output ranges from pulses of 250 micro- 
of Cas the plate goes negative. If this were not clipped by seconds’ duration to 0.5 second and can be triggered from 
the isolating diode, it would feed a positive pulse to the a range of less than 1 cps to 10,000 cps. 
RC discharge voltage curve of the grid of Vu", This is This completes the description of the units and indicates 
illustrated by the dotted lines in Figures 5, 6, & 7. in part how closely electronics has become related to medi- 

This would cause the square wave to terminate at A cine, and especially to medical research. Geiger counters, 
instead of B for some settings of R and C. Since the am- brain wave recorders (electroencephalographs), electro- 
plitude and the rate of the trigger input varies over a cardiographs, and stimulators are just a few of the special- 
wide range, its size cannot be controlled by the proper ized applications. These are often combined with other 
selection of circuit constants. It therefore must be elimi- straightforward electronic circuits to focus a little more 

nated. light on the mysteries facing medical science. 
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Magnetic Flaw Detectio 
by bert k. erickson e’50 

Tau Beta Pi awarded this essay first prize in its biannual greater than that in 1. If the saturated part of the B-H 

paper competition among the fraternity’s pledges. This one was curve is relatively horizontal after the knee has been 

selected from the field of 82 essays, and Mr. Erickson received passed, the flux passing through the air surrounding the 

the five dollar award from the fraternity. gap will be nearly as great as that passing through the 

iron in section 2. The detection of this flux extruding 

—— from the surface of a ferrous metal enables the fault to 

be located. The flux density within the bar must be great 

The use of magnetism for testing iron and steel has enough to produce a detectable magnetic potential gradient 
been considered for many years; however, the first prac- at the surface of the bar. Thus the principle of operation 

tical application of this method was developed and pat- of the magnetic fault detector depends upon a change of 
ented by William E. Hoke in 1922. Apparently the use magnetic potential gradient at the surface of the metal; 

of X-rays for similar tests was also developed for practical this change being caused by a reduction of the area of 

use at the Watertown Arsenal in 1922. The X-ray method homogenous ferrous metal. 

of testing gained significance during the last war when a The location of a fault in a magnetized body can be 

number of large structures had to be tested. The magnetic f z : 5 i 
: . i ound with various devices. A compass or a search coil 

detector can not locate internal faults in large castings; ; ‘ 
oo . : connected to a galvanometer give deflections when passed 

however, it will work quite well with parts of a more con- a se a 
. . . . : over a fault. A neon lamp is particuarly sensitive to the 

ventional size. For example, in an article having a cross se : : : 
: : : proximity of a magnetic field. However, devices depending 

section area of about 8 x 5 in., a transverse fault having se A 
. ; upon these principles can hardly be used in sharp corners, 

an area of about 0.75 sq. in. can be easily detected at the z ‘ 
: and they must scan the entire test specimen. The old 

center of the metal. Although the magnetic detector can # asin § fli i . ‘ — 
: : ian process of using iron filings, in spite of its antiquity, pro- 

not locate deep internal faults, its original cost is much : . bogie 
\ h b £X ai be ad 4 vides a very convenient means of examination. The field 

odie abl te ° her apparatus, and’ it can be adapted intensity across the fault will be higher than that along 

$0 1ASSEMDIY ARE! PROCUCHOR, testing: the good part of the specimen, and consequently the iron 

A fault in magnetic material is usually a small air gap, filings which have a permeability much greater than air 

often of extremely small dimensions, in the solid metal. will gather on the fault surface and can be easily observed. 

This air gap constitutes a path of relatively low magnetic The action is really identical to that observed when a 
susceptibility, and when placed under the influence of a horseshoe magnet is dipped into a pile of nails. This prin- 
magnetic field, the lines of force which are directed across ciple was patented by W. E. Hoke in 1922. 

the gap in a direction at right angles to its major dimension . 
e"P . e ee : The iron powder used must be prepared from a low 

experience a considerable magnetic resistance. . i : 
carbon iron to keep the retentivity low. This powder 

Suppose an extremely large crack existed in a square bar must also have good mobility to be attracted to the fault 

as shown in the diagram below. When this bar is sub- area and to be completely removed from the test specimen 

at the conclusion of the test. Actually iron powder of this 

. nature is used only for iron castings where the silvery 

, 72° appearance of the crack, bridged by the particles, is 

ae Os easily seen. 
Se Sees ee eras Ss ee 
EEE SE SERSU ERE 22S ee Faults in steel specimens are located with a detecting 
SS SSS SsS-Cas SSS See ; ie : . . 

7 4 ink. This ink consists of spongy iron particles having a 

2 specific gravity nearly equal to that of the carrier liquid 

in which they are immersed. When this ink is passed over 

. . . . . the surface of the test specimen, the iron particles adhere 
jected to an mmf directed along its axis, the flux is constant : z 5 

J . ee : to the fault area. The ink can be obtained with a red or 
in all sections of the bar and is given by the relation, bl . 

: eee ack color, and the fault can be easily observed as a red 
¢ = BA, where B is the flux density in lines per sq. cm., of black: matk 

and A the area in sq. cm. Suppose the area of section 2 , 

is one-half that of section 1. Now if section 1 of the bar To avoid the undesirable task of pouring ink over the 

is operated at a flux density slightly below the knee of the specimen, a convenient detector has been developed in 

saturation curve, the flux density in section 2 of the bar which a small quantity of detecting ink is confined in a 

will be twice as great as in 1; however, a B-H curve would shallow receptacle having a transparent lid. This con- 
show that the magnetic intensity in section 2 is many times tainer is simply placed over the surface where the fault 
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is expected. The outline of the crack appears on the 
bottom of the container. A special ink has been developed 
which has a luminous effect when viewed in a darkened _ AX Se 

room under a lamp giving ultra-violet radiation. Fae TS2 YS2ee TSS Stitt 

The principle of the magnetic fault detector is relatively ee ee 

simple and foolproof; however, an interpretation of the Leas Ses 

marks found on a test specimen requires some practical 

reasoning. The faults usually found are given in the 
following list: Test specimen which illustrates the effect of a scratch, a 

. crack, and a change in cross section. 
1. Strain crack 4. Internal slag pockets 

2. Heat treatment crack 5. Non-metallic inclusions crack, if any, in this area becomes apparent. Fine grinding 

3. Grinding crack &. Cenfet toak cracks become noticeable in mild steel parts when the flux 

. . density is about 5,000 lines per sq. cm. or about half wa 
Strain cracks are probably the most common in parts ¥ "i pees “a 7 

up the saturation curve. The depth of a crack is indicated 
that have been used and are generally surface cracks that ; : 5 ; 

d The h. k is th \ by the number of particles which pile up over it. Sub- 
are easy to detect. e heat treatment crack is the result defects Eecate bstantiall ter mmf’s and 

f sudden changes of temperature involved during the ace ier ee W BRSSte = 
See ee” erature invowve 8 are indicated by a clouding effect when ink is applied 

lication of th cerned. These cracks gen- saree OY Ce ae 
aPpucation ob Ee Process Coneesnes: Se CRACKS 8 A change in the type of steel, such cutting ed: ill 

lly take the form of k or fili 5 YP’ , aa F OEBSs W erally take the form of a network or hligree pattern over . 
: show up as a line. 

the whole surface of the work. Cracking occurs when a 5 
. . . The flux produced by an alternating current has a ten- 

steel billet is hammered after the forging temperature has . 5 ' 
; a . dency to flow in the outer surface of the iron specimen, 

died down. However, the rejection of a part having a . . 
5 . : : and although it can be used for the magnetic detector test, 

heat treatment fault requires some consideration. A grind- : . : 
: . th i wtoduced G indi heel the flux produced by direct current is more desirable. To 
ing crack is really a scratch produced by a grinding whee h : flux i 
. . . test for cracks transverse to the axis of a bar, the flux is 
improperly operated. Center roak is a series of cracks dtheously the bi avallél to ite axis. ‘Th trans- 

diating fi int imately in the center of the P*°°° 4B ee B a , ue S radiating from a point approximately in the center o ver ke will j he fl fA di 
: se crack will interrupt the Now o: ux and its presence 

specimen. ‘ es 
P it can be found with detecting ink. The flux for such trans- 

Unfortunately all observed marks are not necessarily verse testing is essentially established by a coil surrounding 
faults. A crack in any material usually takes a sinuous 4. iron core which completes the magnetic circuit. 

path, while a scratch or tool mark generally has a clean, In the: case: of tolled bars of tods, where horizoneal 

straight path. The magnetic detector will indicate scratches faults may be rolled into the section, the materials must 

as well as spurtous sean due fo changes of cross sec- pe magnetized circumferentially in order that the lines of 

tion. Consider the circular section shown below has a force shall be as nearly as possible at right angles to the 

scratch, a crack, and a change of cross section. When @ major dimension of the fault. This flux can be produced 

relatively large mmf is impressed upon this specimen, a by sending a heavy current through the rod itself, or in 

deposit of iron particles will form over the scratch, the the case of a tube, by sending a current through a con- 

crack, and the joint where the cross section changes. I ductor stretched along the axis of the tube. This current 

the scratch is small, the mmf should be reduced until the may be continuous, but an impulse is generally used 
. . . . ? * 

deposit over the scratch Cisappeass ey if a spurious T¢ the test specimen has sufficient retentivity, it can be 

marking occurs completely around the change of GEOSS magnetized by forcibly removing it from the poles of the 
section, the mmf should be still further reduced until the (please turn to page 28) 
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Circuit diagram for magnetic comparison of the steel part with a standard sample. 
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REGISTER: 

Professional Engineers 
by john f. mcCoy e’50 

The ethics of the engineering pro- fications for Engineer-in-Training professional engineering institutes, 
fession require that the engineer! status, and who, in addition, submit and the Engineers’ Council for Pro- 
produce not just a salable product, evidence of four or more years of fessional Development have consis- 
but one which has the attributes of engineering practice of a character tently supported registration as one 
utility and safety. The professional satisfactory to the board and indi- of the best means of gaining recog- 
engineer, from this viewpoint, serves cating that the applicant is compe- nition and respect for the profession. 
two masters, his employer, and the tent to be placed in responsible The act of registration itself is a 
consumer of his product. If he is charge of engineering work. A writ- positive proof to any prospective 
to consider himself morally respon- ten or written and oral examination employer that the registrant is pro- 
sible for his product, he will justi- is again required, so that, to sum- fessionally minded and is thinking 
fiably demand that others who use marize, the Registered Professional in terms of responsibility. 
the title Professional Engineer be Engineer will ordinarily have an . . . 
equipped with technical knowledge engineering degree, have passed two Legal Engineer-in-Training status 
and practical training to such a de- state board examinations, and have provides “a excellent reason for Het 
gree that they can accept similar had at least four years of practice. joining sub-professional collective 

moral responsibility. Few professions can boast such bargaining groups. 
The prestige value of professional high standards. Law graduates, for . . 

registration is readily apparent. Wis- example, who maintain a certain aca- Reciprocity 
consin courts of law accept the title demic average are exempt from tak- At a recent convention of the Na- 
Registered Professional Engineer as ing the state bar examinations. tional Council of State Boards of 
prima facie proof of ability to give The Exam Engineering Examiners it was found 
professional evidence on technical The examination for February that, in general, registration in Wis- 
questions. State law provides for graduates applying for registration consin will be recognized in all other 
the use of the injunction to prevent in the Engineer-in-Training cate- states and territories which have 
unlawful practice under the title. gory will be given on the Madison similar requirements. The Wiscon- 
This factor protects not only the campus, and at Marquette, on Feb. sin statutes” contain a reciprocity 
public, but also the profession in 1. Applicants must remit a $10 fee clause which provides for Wiscon- 
that it is a deterrent to bad pub- during the period from Jan. 3 to sin certification of Professional En- 
licity as a result of malpractice. Jan. 17. Application blanks and in- gineers registered in other states 

However, it is the aspect of the formation material on the exam, is under uniform laws. 
picture which concerns responsibili- available in the Mechanical Engi- 
ty to the public which interests the neering building. A February graduate who expects 
Wisconsin Registration Board of The examination itself will be to work in another state and who 
Architects and Professional Engi- general problems, and all applicants is a doubt about where to take the 
neers. In order to protect the public will take the same exam. It will re- Engineer - in - ‘Training examination | 
interests against loss of life or prop- quire a full day—four hours in the would do well to write a letter of 
erty, the board is empowered by law morning and four in the afternoon, aU. to the Proper state board." 
to grant two types of certificates of and will be an “open book” type; While the Wisconsin examinations 
registration: the Engineer-in-Train- handbooks, texts, and slide rules will be recognized in most states, 
ing certificate, and the Professional may be used. It is the intention of another fee may be required for a 
Engineer certificate. Persons who the board that the atmosphere in certificate of record. However, this 
hold a degree in engineering or its which the problems are solved shall disadvantage would probably be off- 

equivalent, and who have passed an simulate the conditions encountered set by the fact that, having taken 
eight hour examination on general in an engineering office, except that the exam here, the registrant would 
engineering subjects are registered candidates will not be allowed to not find it necessary to lose valuable 
as Engineers-in-Training. The Pro- communicate with one another. working fime: 10 order fo take the 
fessional Engineer certificate is A general review of the basic sci- orem in the state in which the firm 
issued to those who have the quali- ences and fundamental courses in is located. 

“ engineering is recommended for —_———. 
Whe title Professional Engineer is used to designate i 1 i toe ot i Ati” tie ROBE AP Ning Bor examination. th, Epgncring Library an on rae, a copy of prs epee ae aida nga eit TAe peestion valve uf cegistrati eat eset a ene gs se Seen TT” se teundineStumnascae amonterst i 1 prestige value o _Registtation. Examiners, and contains the titles and auldresses of a as already been mentioned. The ities ours oval ubulaton of rsirocty 
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Editor's Note: This is the third in a 
series of four biographical sketches con- 
cerning the four engineering professors 
that retired from active teaching in the 
spring of 1949. 

Oo s 

James W. Watson, the oldest child Emeritus Professor 
of three, was born in La Crosse, 

Wis., on Jan. 16, 1879. Both his 

elementary and secondary school James W. Watson 
education were completed there; he 

graduated from high school in 1897. 

The following fall he enrolled at 
the University of Wisconsin as a 
general science student. About three oe 

weeks before the end of the semester eine a 
he decided to major in Electrical A 
Engineering and entered the Col- Dg % 
lege of Engineering. The transfer Me = oe 4 

forced him to do a semester’s work a fen — : _ 
in three weeks in such courses as de- g ae ; : a Y 
scriptive geometry. Following his E = ‘ 

second year of college he postponed 7 — 
his formal education for a year in “ a 
order to earn enough money to con- ei ee 
tinue with schooling. During this , — “ on 
year he managed his father’s gro- L, " at _ 
cery store at La Crosse. . Ae | 4 7 

Mr. Watson returned to school as ee — 
a junior, and graduated with a B.S. ‘ee a J 

degree in June, 1902. During his oF — | 
senior year he served as editor of : ee ar 4 

eeuyy: . : » ae i the “Wisconsin Engineer. = j : fa 

Wishing to continue his studies a . o 

he returned to the University that 2 | . a 
fall to do graduate work. A small : oe —_ ad 

scholarship provided some financial . ; : i ——- , 
aid, but he was forced to seek a ie 

part-time job in order to support ” 

himself. He found employment q Peete 

with D. C. Jackson, then chairman i 

of the EE department. Mr. Jackson 

also did consulting work on power Po 
plant design, and it was in this field m 

that Watson worked. Because of the ; 

time consumed by his job Mr. Wat- 

son was not able to complete his a 
graduate study. He had hoped to ee p 
find employment with a Chicago (phot by Hone) 

concern, but due to economic con- 

ditions they were not hiring new 

people. by douglas g. schinke e’50 

Mr. Watson returned to the Uni- : 

versity in the fall of 1903 as an in- 

structor in the Dynamo labs. In the 

latter part of December Professor 
(please turn to page 30) 
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HAMBURG: . 

Ingenieur Schull 
by hans j. thiede 

type - . me % (photos by Kurt von Deessen) 
Editor's Note: Techn cul education in postwar Germany can- : . 

not be compared directly with that in America. This article is 
written by a German engineering student in Hamburg, and he 
describes the methods and opportunities available to the techni- 
cal student in Germany who is interested in obtaining an engi- 
neering education. 

Hamburg being an industrial center as well as a seaport 

always required a great staff of engineers. The situation 

has changed after the war however, and about five per 

cent of all engineers and technicians living in Hamburg 

are unemployed now. Compared with figures from other 

parts of Western Germany, it does not seem too much as : | 

we have a considerably higher percentage in Bavaria for . 

instance (ten per cent). ree ae 

Since there is no technical department at Hamburg . / 

University, education in engineering is restricted to tech- 

nical schools; i.e., the ‘“Ingenieur-Schule”, the ‘Bau- ipeccae seme 
eee 

schule”, and the ‘““Wagenbein-Schule”. = - 0 ea lace 
si : : : eee 

To start with is the “Ingenieur-Schule,” or Engineer : oe 

School as you would say. There are four departments at ss 

this school: The engine shed of the Ingenieur Schule. 
1) Machine-building ae » 

; a gs selves “engineer”. 
2) Ship-building ‘ me 5 

. : : In order to pick out the most efficient of the applicants, 
3) Electrical Engineering : 

all would-be-students have to submit themselves to an 
4) Telegraphy and telephony Becca, 3 ; . 8 

< examination in mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechani- 
Each department includes five terms or half-years, and : > : . 

: eacag’ cal drawing, and have to write an essay on a given subject 
at the end of the fifth term there is an examination by . 

5 hep : of general interest. The school has to do some sort of 
a committee consisting of representatives of the govern- ‘ , : 

. : . selection because applications are plenty, even though 
ment and concerned industries. All students having passed | : 

. . . industry never absorbs as many engineers as the school 
this exam get a certificate and are entitled to call them- 

turns out every half-year. 

As to the method of learning, we do not have courses 

r from which we are more or less at liberty to choose. We 

P { la have to take all lessons which are offered to your class. 

ig 4 That seems very much on high school lines, but you have 

4 | 1 to remember that there is a lot of knowledge to acquire 
ee a : . . ‘ Ci i | gb? in five terms. You take at least eight terms at your Uni- 

7 oP a 13 versities. This might justify our method to a certain 

: Rie oro degree, but since we are in close touch with universities, 

fe ¢ raid rogress is being made to introduce lecturing at Engineer cet 8 g g g 
pia? Schools: 

' an As to the subjects in machine building, there are lessons 
wl et: ik i in mathematics, (including differential and integral cal- 

wi a : fe . . . 
an culus), mechanical drawing, statics, kinematics, hydro- 

ic a, : u statics, dynamics, electrical engineering, machine parts, 
oo physics, motors, steam engines, turbines, lifting engines 

— na : . . = and production. Here the various methods of technical 
*y production, particularly mass production, are talked over, 

: different phases in the making of machine parts, calcula- 
tions etc. During each term every student has to do some 

Main building which was bombed during the war. Recon- Sort of construction job just to show that he has under- 
struction can! be seen on the right wing and fifth floor, (please turn to page 27) 
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Sei Highlight Sins 
by donald miller m’50 

BLEEDING IN CONCRETE ‘ 

Bleeding of concrete is the set- 

tling out of the solid portions leav- ; 

ing water at the surface of the mix. 

By means of an apparatus recently 

developed at the National Bureau 

of Standards this very important a 

property of cement pastes, mortars, (a ‘él he . 

and concretes may be measured a sg > _ 

directly and continuously. A = = = E a 

Bleeding is most troublesome _ a billie . a a 

when the water moves to the surface a a 6 | 2 ae oO 

of the mix with such force that — se ; 

appreciable quantities of very fine - > r ee | 

cement particles are carried along , er 

in suspension. When these particles : gee Fos 2% 

are deposited on the surface of con- 2 v [| ee eg 

crete, they hold sufficient water to . : ig. ae ie a 

form a paste of high water-cement cae i ee eee gs 

ratio, which will constitute a plane - _ - | | ES ey a 
foe ee en F 

of weakness when the material has : : : ce @ ei 

hardened. High bleeding rates also : ee Bet Bis 

account for water pockets and loss - ne S ; ee 

of bond at the underside of coarse co ae ve 

aggregate mixtures. A moderate = a 4 ss 

amount of bleeding, however, facili- Se 3 

tates finishing operations such as 

troweling. (cut courtesy GE) 

The present apparatus consists of Nerve ‘Sitmubus Reseiver 

a burette which is immersed in and 

partially filled with carbon tetra- 

chloride. The carbon tetrachloride — gtyRGICAL RADIO RECEIVER bare, or with leads running through 

also covers the mix to be tested. The A tiny radio receiver which can his skin. In these cases the dog has 

bleeding water rises from the select- be placed beneath a dog’s skin sur- been in an abnormal state, having 

ed area and because its specific gically has been developed for use an adverse effect on the findings of 

gravity is less than that of carbon by medical scientists in nerve stimu- the test. 

tetrachloride, it rises to the surface lation experiments. The teceiver is spherical, enclosed 

of the water in the burette, where Minute insulated wires run from in a plastic case which is not irri- 

it may be measured. the receiver, about the size of a ping tating. The wire running to the 

It was found that the effect of pong ball, to whatever nerve is to nerve is also enclosed in plastic, be- 

aggregate upon a neat paste was to be stimulated. The receiver picks ing connected to the nerve by a 

arrest bleeding. The tests also illus- up the radio impulses which are small silver foil electrode, which fits 

trated the dependence of bleeding transmitted to the nerve. in sleeve-fashion over the nerve. 

upon the settlement of the solid The surgery involved is performed For experiments the dog is placed 

particles. while the dog is anesthetized and in a cage which is a large coil 

The principles involved in the the operation is painless. The in- ten feet in diameter. The coil is 

method for measuring bleeding just cision soon heals, leaving the dog connected to the transmitter. The 

described are the basis of a method normal in every respect. Other dog is then free to wander in the 

proposed by the ASTM committee stimulation experiments in the past cage at will and can receive stimuli 

on cement as an ASTM Tentative have been performed with the dog anywhere in it. 

method. under anesthetic, with the nerve laid (please turn to page 24) 
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6 by robert h. lea m’50 

If a person should look around, he would find many because of the war. For many years the only real concern instances where a conveyor is or has been used to make of an organization was to get as many units out as quickly his life more pleasant. as possible. Cost was of little consequence in many in- The people on the east coast have benefited considerably dustries because the market was at the mercy of the pro- by one of the largest of conveyors, the Big Inch, a twenty ducer. However this situation no longer exists; the con- four inch pipe which has carried tremendous quantities of sumer now has his pick, and his choice is very largely de- oil and other liquids from Texas to Pennsylvania. In fact, termined by the price. 
every pipe is a conveyor, as is every electric wire. The In any industry it is possible to break the total cost slide of the logging industry which carries logs from of an item into a few major classes. These may be the the forest to the river is another conveyor, as is the card cost of the raw material; the cost of direct labor, the wages table which carries the cards from the dealer to the other to the men who change the form of the materials; and players. the costs for the sundry indirect activities such as sales, There was proposed an unprecedented 130 mile, iron advertising, research, management, materials handling, etc, and coal belt conveyor for Ohio. This conveyor would Of these product costs, materials handling is one of the have saved many industries considerable sums for the largest elements, comprising about 30 percent of the total transporation of these vital materials had other factions cost in this category. However, it’ is an expense problem not intervened to prevent its construction. that can be tackled directly in the fight to bring’ prices Today’s industries are rapidly moving into the higher down. The human element in this problem is small, thus competitive consumers’ market which has long been absent making possible a direct and scientific approach towards 
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reductions—something quite difficult in labor problems. that an item will still roll along by gravity. The roller 

Also, there is no outside party that can control this ex- conveyor is usually used for the transporting of flat sur- 
pense as is the case in material costs. faced objects; but by redesigning the roller it is possible to 

Industry has found that the cost of materials handling transport other shapes such as shell casings. 

can best be cut by reducing the required manpower. This . . ; . . 
; as Many times it is impossible to use gravity for moving 

can be accomplished by giving a worker a powered ma- i Co. . : . 
z 7 é : the object because of a limitation in the drop in elevation 

chine to do the lifting and transporting, or by removing . 
. . : . of the conveyor over the distance on conveyance. Under 

the man entirely and transporting the materials easily and . . 
. such circumstances the objects may be pushed along; or 

steadily on conveyors. (a war 
more often, the rollers can be made “alive” by some ex- 

CHUTE OR SLIDE CONVEYORS (please turn to page 20) 

Of the many types of conveyors one of the simplest 

in form and function is the chute or slide. Free and ; { = SC NET To keke eal 

ubiquitous gravity furnishes the push to the objects that Lo [Pal Sal XS aa eaiecee See 4A 

they carry. The chute is usually made from sheet metal, a m Vs i, os Sa nee anima Sag me ade 

and is either straight or spiral depending on the distance - i oe is vale i ee “aa 7 | la ‘ aim 
through which the product must be dropped. Figure 2 SS See i ; | 

* * 7 et i eo oo ie 
shows a double bladed spiral conveyor which is used to Ny eee May (“A  , 

lower orders from storeroom to shipping room. Qi 3 ae igi eS A er peel 
. : ee atte” apie |G oe “Zia rica —d ie The spiral chute offers a very effective method of trans- a eM cars See y ihe al 

mitting objects from one floor to another below. The a Ss sl Ge Oe om me og ee 
pitch in the spiral can be so designed that the product i oes oy Ge jax tl LN i Sle a 

will travel at uniform and undamaging speed from upper i Ly ; “sd a ae 
to lower levels. A wall or retainer is usually placed on the on a i a aN Cc» 

outside edge of the chute to prevent the object from being q a Ae | 4 | ites! 

carried off the side by centrifugal force. boue : b 

The spiral is actually one of the lesser uses of the ae .s 7 : “ 

roller conveyor. This conveyor is often laid out in a nearly 4 “ee ” _ : Lanier Corp.) 

horizontal plane with a slight slope in one direction so Figure 1 
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Too Late to Start My Beard? Kappa Eta Kappa Races, presented movies and a talk 

No! It’s Never to Late! Members of Kappa Eta Kappa on his experiences at a joint meeting 

YOU have almost two months re- entertained their wives and dates at of ASME and SAE on January 35, 

maining to blossom out in grand an informal Christmas party at the 1950. Preliminary plans were made 

style with a magnificant beard which Capitol Hotel on December 9, 1949. for the St. Pat contest and the candi- 

would make any lawyer green with Presents were distributed to the date from the Mechanical engineer- 

envy: members and their guests by “Santa” ing school was elected. 

It should be not only your priv- Rollie Chapple. The KHK Barber S.A.M. 

ilege, but your duty to join the Shop Quartet, composed of Don On November 30, the Society for 
ranks of the bearded engineers. The Barber, Bob Feutz, Floyd Peronito the Advancement of Management 

advantages of growing a beard are and Glenn Petersen, entertained by held a meeting with Mr. Stanley 

three-fold. First, you treat yourself singing several old favorites and Stavrum, Personnel Director of Os- 

to fifteen or twenty minutes extra Christmas carols- car Mayer Co. Mr. Stavrum talked 

sleep each morning during the time Hangover Hop on the popular subject of the day, 

you normally spend shaving. Sec- An after New Year’s party was “How To Get a Job.” The group 

ondly, you aid your society’s ‘St. held in the Park Hotel on January really got the inside dope on what 

Pat contestant by the extra points 7, 1950 by the members of Eta the interviewers and personnel men 

awarded for each beard. Thirdly, Kappa Nu, Pi Tau Sigma and Tau are looking for, both good and bad. 

your beard is one more instrument Beta Pi. The party was informal, On December 9 the group held 

in showing up our smooth-cheeked providing a last chance to relax be- its informal Cabaret Christmas 
friends, the lawyers. fore final exams. Dance in Tripp Commons of the 

Prizes will be awarded for the Triangle Union. The evening started with 

best, longest, curliest, thickest, and Five new: membeds «wete: dnjuared recorded music. Later a few physi- 

best colored beards. And for those into the Wisconsin Chapter of Tri- cal education students were brought 

who are not blessed by nature with angle on December tenth. They are: in to head group gamss and a simple 
2 oe ons Se ene Professor Patrick H. Hyland, Ray- form of barn dancing. The evening 
1 in ore * : beogd g P mond H. Greisbach, John A. Mid- was anded with “nl impressive series 

. dleton, Harry M. Bridwell and e tistmas carols. 

I.R.E. Ned W. Breuer. Latest Paris Style 

The IRE. Student Branch held The second rushing smoker of — _ No fess a person than Prof. D. 
their monthly meeting on Wednes- this semester was held December W. Brogan, the author of a learned 

day, January 11. Plans for the first for a group of engineers. The and witty book about America— 
coming semester were discussed, and group was entertained by some slides says the stylish women of Paris are 

a special election was held to replace of the old St. Pat’s day parades. rushing to get their hair cut short, 

those officers who are graduating in Professor Patrick Hyland, the main and Paris men are wearing beards 

January. guest and speaker, gave a short talk again—full beards, Dundrearies, and 

The highlights of the evening about the slides. . above all chin whiskers. 

were informative talks by three stu- The members of Triangle are There are two popular variants 

dent members of the group. Jack happy to announce the names of of the chin whisker at present: Brig- 
McCoy and Richard Pier, both sen- three new pledges: Harland L. Biel- ham Young style, with a big square 

ior E.E.’s explained the projects to efelde, Robert C. Sommerfeld, and beard; and Horace Greely style, with 

which they are currently devoting George Simonds. a fringe around under the chin—in 

their spare moments, and John Mc- A.S.MLE.-S.A.E. both cases with shaven upper lips— 

Mullens, a graduate student, spoke Bill Brennand, two time Goodyear Des Moines Register via The Wis- 

briefly on Magnetic Amplifiers. Trophy winner at the Cleveland Air consin State Journal. 
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by hank williams e’50 

E. E. V. L. Minear (’23) recently at- Ted B. Prawdzik (’39) has been 

Harvey W. Hanners (31) was tended a conference at the Corps of promoted to Civil Engineer III in 

appointed Chief Engineer of the Engineers Waterways Experiment the Bureau of Sewers of Milwaukee. 

Superior Engine Division of the Na- Station’s conerete research labora- Frederick C. Engler (’46, MS °47 
8 > 

tional Supply Company of Spring- tory at Clinton, Mich. Minear is : . . : 

} F ae dticge 3 3 recently married Miss Edith Louise 
field, Ohio. Mr. Hanners, who has Foundation Specialist in the offic2 : . 

. : > : . : Meyn in Detroit where Mr. Engler 
been associated with the Superior of the Chief of Engineers, Wash- i 1 d with, the TE Cc 

Engine Division since 1941, has been ington, D. C. Since graduation he . E eyed wish fhe rane or 

assistant to the chief engineer for has had wide experience both in this Poration. 

the past two years. He has special- country and abroad. He served as William F. Faulkes (41) was 

ized in the manufacture and de- captain in the Corps of Engineers in stricken with polio last June, in 

velopment of both diesel and gas the AEF. He is the author of nu- Charleston, W. V., where he was 

engines. merous articles on foundation grout- engaged in contracting. He was in 

ing. a hospital until late in October when 

. h d to the G ia Wi 
C. P. Lindner (’25) was one of a ee wes sera dostace a ¢ “ 

saw . . rings Foundation at Georgia 

As. group of engineers who recently in- Ww . 
roe a arm Springs, Ga., for further 

} — spected the Lake Okeechobee dykes treatment 

ae in Florida which were constructed , 

— by the U. S. Engineers, and which Ralph G. Michael (’49) is engi- 

_ ge ce ~ suffered only minor damage in the neer-inspector with the Chicago & 

a \ a . recent hurricane. Lindner is Chief Western Indiana Belt Railway of 

Swe Pe Engineer of the South Atlantic Di- Chicago, with headquarters in the 
— 3 vision at Atlanta. Subsequent to Dearborn Station in Chicago. He is 

a 7 graduation, he was on the staff of engaged in the remodeling of an en- 

the Topographic Engineering De- gine-house in Chicago for the pur- 

partment and assisted Prof. Ray pose of converting it into a diesel- 

an Owen at Summer Camp. He has engine shop. 
ey ‘ : 

A been with the Corps of Engineers Gordon G. Robeck (°44) is on 

Harvey Hanners since 1929, chiefly on river deve'op- 3 
leave from the Public Health Serv- 

ment and flood control, and served : : 
: ; ice for the purpose of taking gradu- 

C.E for a time as director of the Water- ate work in sanitary engineering at 

Lebrecht J. Klug (’08), head of ince Experiment Station at Vicks- M.I.T. He writes: “Tech has a won- 
rg. ’ ; 

the Klug & Smith Co., Consulting Bs derful and coming program in sani- 

and Contracting Engineers, was Edmund Hirsch (’24) has been tary engineering, and most every 

named “Engineer of the Month” in promoted to Chief Sewer Engineer phase of work here has been satis- 

the December issue of “Milwaukee in the Bureau of Sewers of Milwau- factory.” 

Engineering.” Mr. Klug is a life kee. Ch. E. 

member of ASCE. Important struc- ; . 
sucess designed ‘By him, inalade vis- Eugene A. Kraemer (’39) is now Norman H. Ceaglske (’28; MS’29; 

ducts:and bascule bridges tha tit employed in the City Engineer’s PhD’36) has been Professor of 

ber of Wisconsin cities, and struc- office at Oak Ridge, Tenn. Chemical Engineering at the Uni- 

tures in the fields of manufacturing Harvey R. Wendorf (’39) is now al of Minnesota since 1946. 

and the handling of coal and grain. Assistant Communication and Struc- orman had ptiok teaching expe’ 

Oswald J. M 23) has b tures Engineer with the Civil Aero- ence att e University of Wisconsin, 

swa J: Meeps 0122) bas Dect nautics Administration in Washing- University of Iowa, and Washing: 

appointed State Sanitary Engineer ton, D.C 8 ton University in St. Louis. He has 

of Wisconsin and Acting Director oo done research and consulting work 

of the Committee on Water Pollu- Thomas A. Holgate (’40) has left for private companies and is the 

tion, replacing Mr. L. F. Warrick the Martin Company in Maryland author of numerous publications. 

who is now with the Uz S. Public to take a position as Aerodynamicist He married Lucille Ostly of Madi- 

Health Service in Washington. with the Boeing Corporation, Seattle. son, and they have four children. 
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’ wire mesh. The endless belt is driven at the ends of the 
onueyord co « « conveyor by pulleys, and it is supported in the middle by 

a roller conveyor or a smooth sliding surface. It is not 
‘continued jrom page 17) necessary to have the supporting rollers very close to- 

. . gether for this conveyor, but it is necessary to have idler ternal power source. One method is to run a power driven . : . . rollers below to carry the belt in the returning travel. belt along the under side of the rollers so that the object Ss . . . < . _ hat ometimes the conveyor is designed so that some objects is propeller by the friction of turning rollers. Another F : . d will be carried one way on the top surface of the belt, method is to turn the rollers by a chain and sprocket ar- hi “TG ; 5 ag’ . while others are carried in the opposite direction on the rangement. These systems also have an advantage in that lower return 

the:speed of the object 's controlled. j The belt has its disadvantages in that it is limited to Unfortunately this conveyor is not adaptable to ihe i : : : ‘ : . yo, straight line motion, and that it has a higher cost and moving of metal objects because of the possibiity of fe = ° on Co Re upkeep. The first of these points can be counteracted by damaging the sliding surface. But this limitation can be loyi tl : : . employing roller conveyors for the curves, or another obviated by replacing the sheet metal floor of the spiral f ‘ ith dial ll belt tunning at right angles. with radial rollers. 
SLAT APRON CONVEYOR 

ROLLER CONVEYOR The slat conveyor is very often used where the product 
The roller spiral has an advantage in that it can trans- being conveyed is quite heavy, or where the deflection 

port such things as open tote boxes and barrels, and still of the product to other lines might cause too much wear 
do so smoothly and easily. Because of the reduced fric- ona belt. The apron conveyor consists of a series of wood 
tion to travel, the spiral must have a smaller pitch, and or metal bars supported at their ends by a moving chain. 
allowances must be made to see that heavy products are Such an arrangement is shown in figure 4. 
not allowed to gain too much momentum. Because of the DRAG CHAIN CONVEYOR 
reduced friction there is also less chance for items to There is one type of conveyor which is used very 
get stuck between terminals. extensively in the bottling industry in one form, and 

A variation of the live roller conveyor is the “roller in heavy metal industries in another form. That type is 
flight.” In this case the roller itself is carried along by the drag chain. In the bottling industry it consists of a 
moving chains connected to its axis. With this type of an series of plates attached together to form a continuous 
arrangement it is possible to stop the moving object on chain. These plates are so fitted together that they form . : , P 8 y 
the line without stopping the line or introducing a large a rather flat surface on which the bottles stand, and are 
load on the system, for the rollers will simply turn under 59 designed and connected that they may travel around 
the object as they pass beneath. curves. One of these conveyors is shown in figure 5. The 

WHEEL CONVEYOR advantage of such a drag chain lies in the firm support 
1. z % that it furnishes, and in the snake-like path which it can In some instances a wheel conveyor is used in place : : : f ; . : and must follow in automatic bottling machines. of a gravity roller conveyor. It is essentially the same as . . : 

Heavy industries use the drag chain to move bars, sheet the roller type except that the rollers have been replaced ’ ° : 
b . ;, metal, and automobile frames through different operations y staggered rows of wheels. The wheel conveyor is rae : _* : = . ‘ oe of fabrication. For this use the chain is actually made of widely used for portable units, mainly in shipping and re- ° : an : . . b f its 3 5 links with periodic insertions of “dogs.” Figure 6 shows ceiving, because of its reduced weight. It is also used as h bei 4 k | ¢ f 
a feeder line to belt or roller conveyors. There is one ‘UC? @ d reli the, al i BONS. . Pipes trom ay tuk 
major disadvantage in its use, and that is that the large nace an olemg: Haem wv they ane cool. 
space between the wheels limits its use to large flat PALLET CONVEYOR 
objects such as boxes. By the same token however, some The pallet type conveyor is a convenient method of 
objects with irregular projections may be moved easily carrying both small and large objects. It consists of a 
provided there is still sufficient surface to rest on the board like surface which is pushed or pulled along its 
wheels. A wheel conveyor is shown in figure 3. route. The board may be supported on a roller conveyor, 

a drag chain system, or on a track as shown in figure 7. 
BELT CONVEYOR . . The pallet dragged along a track by a power driven 

It has been stated here that one of the main disad. chain is useful in the handling of a variety of irregularly 
vantages of the roller and wheel conveyor is the inability shaped or fragile articles. When handling assemblies, the 
to handle small or irregular objects easily. There are a pallet can be pushed along by hand to the different stages 
number oF methods for attacking this problem, with the of work, as shown, or pulled continuously as is done in 

power driven belt system being one of the most popular. some aircraft work. When the pallet is not driven by a 
Such a system is shown in figure 1, where boxes are carried chain, the workman does not have to move with his work 
to packing, automatically closed, and then carried on to and can therefore do his job more easily. Another ad- 

storing. As can be seen, the belt conveyor is very adaptable vantage of the free flow is that rejected pieces can be re- 
to intermittent deflection of objects to other lines. moved from the line more easily. Then too, the initial 

Belting is usually made of fabric or a composition rub- expense and the maintenance is very low. 
ber, and where high temperatures are encountered, of ipfease: wien to page 98) 
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In safe hands ... even at 60 below! 

Do You REMEMBER when winter meant storing the family _ with assured safety . . . throughout the bitterest weather. 

i ing? ” “8 « car till spring? Not so many years ago, a car owner’s fear This is but one example of the way the people of Union 
: ‘ ‘ +7 

of an ice-shattered motor was a dread reality .. . if he didn’t Carbide are helping to better our daily living. And UCC 
sone . . asp 

drain his radiator and store his car once cold weather hit! stands ready to help solve other problems . . . wherever 

What was needed—acutely—was an automobile anti-freeze _ better materials and processes are needed. 

that would prove always dependable yet economical. One FREE: If you would like to know more about L>> 

that would hol ine temperature. That ™any of the things you use every day, send for f° Sp ould hold up under any operating temper: at the illustrated booklet, * Products and Processes.” [i Prog, ed] 
wouldn’t foam and boil away. That would resist rust and _ I tells how science and industry use UCC’s for Ae, sea 

. Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. PRs ses 
corrosion to the nth degree. Write for free Booklet I. Cece 

That’s where Union Carbide research entered the picture. 

The result? “Prestone” anti-freeze. Since then this product | N I oO N Ca R B I D E 

—the first all-winter anti-freeze—has assured millions upon AND CARBON CORPORATION 

millions of motorists of ever-improved driving performance, 30 EAST 42ND STREET [I]q NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

——__—nn: —_ Trade-marked Products of Divisions and Units include —A—-$aAAJ@@" 

PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes + NATIONAL Carbons + EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries * ACHESON Electrodes 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS + PREST-O-LITE Acetylene + LINDE Oxygen +* PYROFAX Gas 

BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, and VINYLITE Plastics ® ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals * HAYNES STELLITE Alloys 
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a IY ff rofl _*y T-RDrops Diff 7 ge teak 
A frosh approached the cigar Then there was the Chemical En- Lipstick is something which meze'y 

counter and said, “I usually smoke gineer who died from drinking adds color and flavor to an old 

that brand in the can.” shellac. The boys all agreed that pastime. 

“And that’s the best place to he had a fine finish. a 

smoke them,” replied the sweet xP X A pink elephant is a beast of 

young thing behind the counter. “Weill fave to vehearse that” bourbon, 
: x Ok Ok 

«oe said the undertaker as the coffin fell * , 
LL.S. Student: “I’m not feeling out of the:car: When they kiss and make up, the 

myself tonight.” kok Oe girl gets the kiss and the boy gets 
ok , . th ke-up. One and Only: “You’re telling “THis pen leaksy? said the con: e make-up cee 

ing: . . vict as the rain came through the 3 
Ok Ok ¢ Early to bed and early to rise 

A group of Engineers was coming Foo’ ee # And your gal goes out 
i With six oth is 

home ‘fron a party one night plas- A burlesque show is where the mm sve oT er Buys 

tered to the gills. They came to the actresses assume everyone is from . 
house of one of the fellows and Missoudl Then there was the girl who 

called for the father. “Will you . a ae named her baby “Encore” because 
2” i t th : 

please do! usi@ favor? ae one. A spiritualist had a message from ae SEN SE rw eee 
What do you want?” replied the ‘ 

s her husband to send him a package : 1 : 
father. “Will you please come out of cigarettes ..A married couple was sleeping 

here and pick out Johnny so the “Where shall I send them?” she peacefully when the wife nd 

rest of us can go home?” . e adhe shouted out in her sleep: “Goo 
ee asked a friend. “He didn’t give an Lord! My husband!” 

“ose address.” “Well,” said the friend, She y k db h h of 
Pop Robin returned to the nest “you notice he didn’t ask for match- le Was.awakened by the. chase 

and proudly announced that he had es.” glass as her husband awakened with 

made a deposit on a new Buick. x Ok Ok a start and jumped out the window. 

oe “Ts that girl’s dress torn, or am I i i 
D.U.: Hey, don’t spit on the floor. seeitio. things?” ths GUARIEE 16 wnete all four think 
Dledeee *Sinatter. d, it leak? s s Bs! the other three can’t sing. 

edge: ’Smatter, does it leak? “Both, chum, both.” ao k 

on ‘ ‘ * e* There once was a girl from Aus- 
Sergeant: “Where is the balance A drunk walked into an elevator tralia 

of your sitle?” . shaft, fell four floors to the bottom, Who went to the dance in a dahlia 
Frosh: “This is all they gave me. stood up, brushed himself off, and But the petals revealed 

se muttered: “I shaid UP!” What they should have concealed 

A shoulder strap is a thin ribbon +P F So the dance as a dance was a failiah, 
of material having both stress and Confucius say—Aviatrix who fly x OK Ok 

strain, and is used fo Prevent ‘an upside down have bust up. After a brief visit at a fellow en- 
attraction from creating a riot. * Ok Ok gineer’s home, Pat was amazed at 

* Ok Then there was the young bride how often his friend’s grandmother 

An enemy, I know, to all who casually commented that her read the Bible. Before leaving, he 

Is wicked, wicked alcohol. husband never snored before they asked why the elderly woman took 

The Good Book, though, command- were married, and couldn’t under- such a deep interest in the book. 

ed me stand the roar of laughter that fol- “Cramming for exams,” was the re- 
To learn to love my enemy. lowed. ply. 
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Le “Se NEW Complete Stock of Engineering 

ec © SPRING | OOKS 

YY Ga FABRICS | 

‘62 ge@ rapirse | | SUPPLIES 

_ = 4. Paper | 

> Tailored Report 
4 : for Covers K&E P&E Dietzgen | 

SD You Supplies 
Herman Didriksen 

DISTINCTIVE STYLING & FITTINGS! FT, anileere cole h  obslre 

echnical 
D I D R J K S E N 1325 University Ave. Madison 5, Wis. 

Custom Clothing Co. | This Is YOUR Store — Patronize It 

1419 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 5-9919 | | . 

Three slightly deaf men were motoring from the Noth ——————— OOo SS 

to London in a noisy old car. Hearing was slightly diffi- | €2: 

cult. i \ 2) = ¢ Be if er 
As they neared the city, one asked: “Is this Wembly?” 7 A ’ o) § fi autiful Flowers 

“No,” replied the second, “this is Thursday”. hn ie tz preg For All 

“So am I,” put in the third, “let’s stop and have one”. 4 Nf ees ay . 
eo x Bee Occasions 

Bell boy, knocking on door, in Southern hotel: “I’ve got ZY ZL 

a telegram for you, mistah.” a 

Salesman: “Just slip it under the door.” ’ 

Bell Boy: “I can’t, mistah, ’cause it’s on a plate.” | W A G N E R S 

t 4 & FLOWER and GIFT SHOP 
A college boy after a good many years in the business | 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 7-1983 

world retired with a comfortable fortune of $60,000. He [| som 

amassed this large sum through courage, enterprise, ini- 
tiative, faithfulness, the careful investment of his savings, [-=— = —= = 

and the death of an uncle who left him $59,999.50. | ners wns | Tasty and 
Golf is like a love affair: if you don’t take it seriously, | Delicious | 

it’s no fun; if you do take it seriously, it breaks your | | 

heart. | Lunches and Malts | 
| SHOES REPAIRED | | 

, s | = | 
| While U Wait | | 

| || CUSTARD SHOP 
4 | 

Tony s College Shoe Shop | 1425 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 7-2153 

es university AVE, | 
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‘ CERAMIC DIELECTRICS ing aids. Other investigators are 
Science eee Rapid developments in the field examining the uses of ceramic di- 

of electronics have introduced oper- electrics in problems that involve 
(continued from page 15) ating conditions too severe for elec- very high voltage, X-rays, and in- 

X-RAY MICROSCOPE trical insulating materials commonly stantaneous photography. 
j seh é used as dielectrics; therefore a sys- 

tea Steen ae ee tematic study of the variation in ELECTRONIC TORCH . 

terials, has been developed by scien- composition of ceramic dielectrics Hot enough to cut holes in fire- 

tists of the General Electric Com- to their properties is being under- brick and to melt tungsten, the hard- 
pany. taken at the National Bureau of est of all spits to melt, an “elec- 

Cleat:shap Xitay images, nagnit Standards. tronic torch has been developed at 

fied ten times have been produced Paper is a satisfactory dielectric eteee Blecttis Company, High 
in the laboratory, and these images for some types of capacitors, but at frequency radio signals and certain 
have been further magnified by elevated temperatures it chars and gases are combined to produce tem- 
photographic enlargement. Higher fails. Ceramic dielectrics, however, peratures: considerably higher than 

magnifications are anticipated in the not only withstand high tempera- Ge melting Pont of tungsten, which 
future. tures, but have superior properties is 3,370° Centigrade. 

The principle of operation is that making possible smaller size capaci- The heart of the torch is a tube 

X-rays can be reflected from pol- tors. known as a magnetron, which pro- 
ished surfaces, as can visible light, One step in the development of duces radio waves of a frequency 

provided rays strike the surfaces at miniature capacitors is the fabrica- of 1,000 megacycles per second. 

very small angles, almost parallel tion of ceramics in the form of thin Leading from the tube is an antenna 
to the surfaces. The microscope plates of comparable thickness to made of two short metal cylinders, 

consists of an X-ray tube and a pair that of paper and mica. The tech- one within the other. A high fre- 

of curved mirrors, which the X-rays nique that has been evolved involves quency arc can be made to form on 

strike at less than one-half a degree, special treatment of the mixtures of the end of the antenna. If certain 
after having passed through the calcines and bonding agent. The gases, among them nitrogen and 

sample. The mirrors bend the beams lumps in the mixture are broken by carbon dioxide, are fed past the arc, 

in such a way as to cast a magnified passing it through a fine sieve. The the electronic torch results. 

X-ray image of the sample on a resulting powder is spread in a thin The high temperature produced 
photographic film. The mirrors are layer in a steel mold. The powder on any surface placed in the jet is 
platinum coated slabs of fused is then converted to a plate by a caused by the heat generated by the 
quartz which are curved by mechan- pressure of 20,000 psi. After the atoms joining together to form 

ical pressure. The arrangement plates are ejected from the mold molecules. The molecules of gases 
makes it possible to change the mir- they are transferred to a sheet of composed of two atoms are broken 

rors’ curvatures in order to improve glass for drying. into atoms by the high-frequency 
focusing. In order to preserve the flatness arc. These atoms join together 

The optical system is placed a of the plates during the firing pro- again on any materials placed in 
few inches away from the X-ray cedure, the plates are stacked and the torch. 
tube, with the beam passing through weighted while being fired. Firing The electronic torch is still at the 
the sample and its holder, then to for one hour at 1,445° C. results in laboratory stage and its commercial 
the mirrors and finally to the photo- finished plates. possibilities have yet to be explored. 
graphic film which is located a foot Ceramic dielectrics are applicable The future does seem promising, 
or more from the unit. to radio, radar, television, and hear- however, for the electronic torch. 

penn | ; — OO | 
| | fredacd TEXACO | | See for your 

| | i | Products | PERLM A N’S cnn | 

\BS FIRESTONE | por Ht needs | 
Tires | | ART | 

| | VAN HEUSEN | 
| FREEMAN | 

HERMAN SKARET | For Women 

Texaco Service Station | | HOLEPROOF HOSE 
| ill LUXITE LINGERIE 
| 1526 UNIVERSITY AVE, | | OPPOSITE WISCONSIN GENERAL HOSPITAL 
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made with such a system, and sometimes products can be 

Conveyors lowered as well as raised. 
e e e 

. ARM CONVEYOR 
(continued from page 20) 

OVERHEAD TROLLEY CONVEYOR A variation of the push bar conveyor is the arm con- 

ee . veyor. This type consists of a power driven arm which 
Up £9 this ume all of the conveyors mentioned have completely carries the weight of the object being raised. 

had designs which ordinarily employ support from the Figure 9 shows such a conveyor being used to raise heavy 
floor. All such systems must therefore take up a con- bags. In this instance the rise is not perpendicular as is 

siderable amount of working floor space, and may oc- often’ the case. It can be seen that this type of conveyor 
casionally develop into obstructions to cross travel. For is very easy to load and unload, and in some instances 

this reason the overhead type of conveyor is used very these operations are handled automatically from one con- 
extensively in industry. veyor to the next. 

The major parts of the overhead trolley are a track PORTABLE CONVEYORS 

supported from the ceiling, and a series of ball bearing There are many occasions that arise where it is advan- 
trolleys which carry an endless power driven chain. The 1 : . 

. a tageous to have a portable conveyor; e.g., for shipping 
object carried is supported by hooks or pans suspended and receiving, for stacking, and for temporary or short 

from the trolley. . . term lines. The simplest form is probably a lightly con- 
The overhead system is a very flexible arrangement structed roller or wheel conveyor. This form can be 

since one unit can be constructed to wind back and forth moved about quite easily on the back of a delivery truck. 
around a plant for thousands of feet. The trolley can be A more complex type is that of a belt conveyor built on 
made to travel close to the ceiling and then drop quickly yw heels. Such a conveyor can be used to carry boxes to 
down to the working level and then up to the ceiling 44. top of stock piles, load and unload trucks, etc. Still 
again to give maximum clearance for other work. The 4 third and most unique form is that of the accordian 
conveyor often acts as a temporary storage between oper-  sofler conveyor as shown in figure 10. This coveyor can 
ations, and sometimes it is almost a part of the operation very useful to the payout department for it can be 
itself as in paint spraying (figure 8) and pickling. compressed short or extended to two and a half times 

This type of conveyor is one of the most expensive the short length, or it can be laid down straight or curved. 
to install and maintain, but this expense is more than off- BALL TRANSFERS 
set by the steady noninterfering flow of materials which . _. 
‘ lies. The dail : isingly 1 Sometimes it is necessary to handle large sheets of metal it supplies. e daily power cost is surprisingly low, as - : - : a ' , as in the working or metal on punch presses. The handling it also is for other systems, and in one instance amounted . . 

I of this metal can be made very easy by employing a field of to only 10 cents an hour to operate a 3 horse power motor . : 
: soe ‘ ball transfers in the working area as shown in figure 11. which was driving a 1600 foot chain (Lamson Corpora- . 

tion) Such a system of ball bearings allows the work to be fed 
, to the machines from almost any angle and on a non- 

PUSH BAR CONVEYOR interfering support. This type of support can also be em- 
Very often it is necessary to move materials up to a__ ployed in lines where an object is fed at an angle from one 

higher level. In some instances this handling can be conveyor to another since there is no resistance to motion 
done by a belt conveyor, but often the slope is so great in any one particular direction. 
that the objects lifted would tend to slip back or tip over. PNEUMATIC TUBES 

One es of Se pe package up quickly is fe Sa There is a phase of manufacturing, other than the 
POWEE GEYER. Pushy Paks Over a conveyor, ne such icon: handling of the product itself, which can profitably use veyor is shown in figure 3. Rather steep ascents can be (please turn to page 32) 

i a oo | aaah ~~ _ ~ ; | 
Tel.: 5-6935 | i  EHicj Why Wait | 

_ Efficient | for « 
| Dry Cleanin | Special ! y g pecia 

| That Excels | Occasion? 

* | 

SERVICE CLEANERS || House of Flowers | CAMPUS MONROE 
1347 UNIVERSITY AVE. \ State St. + Monroe St. 

| 1 
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OWA 

ATS, 
ee ODS, A Guest Editorial 

YS by Fritz Kohli 

Wilson Burned in Lab Mishap ing burned, Wilson held on until ty of his other hand for about two 
Robert B. Wilson, a junior mech- the ladle could be set down without weeks. 

anical engineering student, received spilling its contents. By this time Under the present laws, the state 

second and third degree burns on his hair and shirt were ablaze and and university have no provision for 

his scalp, arm and hand in an acci- the molten iron had caused deep insurance of financial compensation 

dent which occurred in the foundary burns. By his action, Wilson prob- for injuries incurred in laboratories 

laboratory on Dec. 14, 1949. ably saved himself and those around except by special legislative action 

Wilson and another student were him from much more serious injury on each individual case. The in- 

removing a sixty-five pound metal if not death. Had the molten iron jured student’s only recourse to this 
ladle, containing molten iron, from spilled on the concrete floor, the would be to take court action against 

a furnace while their instructor was violent reaction between the two the person directly responsible in 

tapping the cupola) The accident would have caused the entire con- the laboratory at the time of the 
occurred when another student tents of the ladle to be splattered accident. This would. ix myvose: eases 
dipped a sampling ladle, containing with considerable force. prove highly unsatisfactory. If the 

traces: of moisture, into the large This accident brings to attention case was decided against the plain- 

ladle. a moisture flashed inte a rather serious need for financial tif, he would merely incur addi- 

steams causing, a violent efuiption of protection for the students and in- tional expense, and if decided for 
the molten iron which splashed structors engaged in laboratory op- plaintif, the financial burden would 

Wilson on the head, arm and hand. erations involving some degree of merely be shifted to someone to 
The student with the sampling ladle danger. whom it would be equally hard to 

was also hit in the eye by the metal beat. 

but was protected from injury by In this case the student was bed- . 

the goggles he was wearing. ridden for three days, suffered par- . In many bere students are ie 
Resisting the natural impulse to tial immobility of one arm for at jured due to their own inexperience, 

drop his end of the ladle upon be- least a month, and partial immobili- which could legally be defined as 
negligence. This would leave them 

entirely without a chance for com- 

. pensation for serious and costly in- 

\ juries. 

| y Legislative action providing for 

| : : a university wide compensation pro- 

| oe yy 2 = gram for injuries incurred in lab- 

/ P= gs way fe oratories and similar hazardous 

q - OZ > a fom % . places of instruction would be one 

al me ~4 of ‘ answer to this situation. If the state 

1 4 ‘ S in wi would not accept the responsibility 
be aA }W ee » for injuries incurred under these 

\ \ es Joa conditions, perhaps a group insur- 
,? De a> e i a i. ~ ance plan provided for by laboratory 

; = we. TN fees would be possible. 
ee , a © oy Way 

ee a eo oe 4 By what ever means it is accom- 

. i — / aa Pe cs plished, the important thing is to 

“tags ‘ / a sas ae provide adequate protection for 
Pe ae, | Se ’ those persons working under the 

* : epee i i aaa ee hazardous conditions which are in- 
Bob Wileon after accident. (Foton photo) herant in most all laboratories. 
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. Judge: “You admit you drove over this man with a 

niewlen loaded wrack?” 
Engineer: “Yes, your honor.” 

Judge: “And what have you to say in your defense?” 

Engineer: “I didn’t know it was loaded.” 
e e e * ok * 

. “I wish we’d get a few shipwrecked sailors washed 
(continued from page 14) 35 j a & : 

ashore,” mused the cannibal chief. “What I need is a 
: , 

i eS good dose of salts.” 

mu ty 4 a) “I suttinly hopes I’se sick,” groaned Rastus. “I’d sho’ 

: iil mh er : hate to feel lak dis when I’se well.” eae T ea aL a ee : r , | ct : : ” 
aan | i iy | | uy eg C Ce. Little boy: “May I kiss you, Mary? 

tld ee | 1) L | A Mary: “Not yet, I have scruples.” 
ae. eh ——n 66 : Little boy, throwing out his chest: “’S’all right, Mary, 
ny td : \ it 4 ea mg _ I’ve been vaccinated.” 
in —e i yo ee oe * kk 

aS ae ¢ ui | ie : 
+ = “~ ‘ay Ri i i “What’s a Grecian urn, Daddy?” 

\ a ee ‘ « . 
Na je a Lf ty = I dunno; I guess it depends on what he does.” 
oS hy, - oF * * * 
“ES , _ ee 

: as a 0 His wife lay on her death bed. She pleaded: “John, 

View of the electrical engineering lab. I want you to promise me that you'll ride in the same 

car with my mother at the funeral.” 
stood what he’s been told and that he is able to apply He sighed: “O.K., but it’s going to ruin my whole day.” 

his knowledge. * * * 

That much about the Engineer School, and now a few A good listener is not only popular everywhere, but 
words on the “Bauschule”, a school which trains the steel after a while he knows something. 

and concrete construction people. The curriculum covers 

five terms, and there are different classes in construction 

engineering, architecture, and surveying. At the end of Pi ce r “ okonite 1 sohie 

each course, there is a state examination similar to th ; 1g os master of 

Engineer School. Those fellows do all sorts of steel con- 1 ' « sneering background” 

struction; such as, homes, bridges, and industrial build- | : i ae wa 

ings, as well as concrete construction like roads and § \ ¥¢ 

bridges. : 

The “Wagenbein-Schule” is devoted to the education JF ae Fs , 

of technicians in automobile building, as well as train % han 

cars and the rolling stock of railroads. be ee 
This I hope may give an idea of the technical education y Ee a 

in Hamburg. It is certainly not a complete list of all L | Gok. 

technical schools; there might be some more private train- * a 

ing schools around here, but those three institutions men- ebb ni 

tioned above are the most important ones. A “FOUL WEATHER” FRIEND 

iH TO CABLE USERS 
|. tL gl | . Every kind of weather but fair is manufactured in this 

: Mi hi i _$ Weatherometer which is used regularly in testing. sections 

: La ae TN | | | of Okonite Cable. For example, repeated cycles of water 
Peo | ! i spray and ultra violet light are combined with freezing in a 

— PT ae | i ! H refrigerator. The result: a rapid succession of violently con- 

oy, on fe us) ole Pe i trasting effects which tests the cable more drastically than 

le -e Fie Ae ws o™ Bg could years of actual exposure. 

; Fcc oh ! A Tes i ~*\ ‘eo This is one of a series of continuing tests in which Okonite 
| Lae . 

ee a. ES \ Fe) puts modern equipment and engineering personnel to work 

a ae iy | A igs pre-testing and establishing the life expectancy of its electrical 
Hed 2 ee | wires and cables. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. 

> T a 
= G 

o ei. Ee 06 K 6 Ni i E SINCE 1878 . 
[ae a eS ae Oe oe ° 

Sa eosin Ie |_ insulated wires and cables | 
Machine testing laboratory of the Ingenieur Schule. SELES iSicpicn ai castes asta cwcreimenticctann. aetna 
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e cating device which may be an oscillograph or delicate 

Blow Detection ee relays for operating with very low voltage. 

(continued from page 11) When testing steel bars, a short length of the bar is 

placed in the center of coil Ax. The bar is shown at D, 

magnet while the energizing current is on. The test is and as it remains within the coil, it is enclosed in a tubular 

then completed by applying the ink and depending upon casing through which water is passed slowly to keep the 

the residual magnetism to locate the defects. metal cool. This bar can be regarded as a standard and 
Another method of magnetic fault detection was pat- it is supposed to be free from flaws. With the standard 

ented by C. Kinsley and later by T. Zuschlag. This mag- bar in coil A: and nothing in coil As, a current will flow 

netic analysis apparatus is a comparison system in which in the secondary circuit due to the greater permeability and 

a steel part is compared magnetically with another stand- resulting greater amount of flux present in the standard 

ard sample. The circuit diagram of this system is shown bar, The indicator will register this current. If a similar 

below. A: and A: are two coils forming the primary wind- bar is now placed in coil A», the indicator will return to 
ing of two transformers. These two coils are identical and ts zero current position. The bar being tested is usually 

contain the same number of turns. They are connected passed through coil A: and the indicating device care- 
in series so that the same alternating current flows through fully watched. 

them. B: and B: are two small secondary coils which are 

placed within the primary windings. The secondary coils b If ee ee ee is i. See cere ane 

are also exactly alike and are connected in series. How- D& made which will show the position and growth o 

ever, these coils are connected in opposition, and when a secondary current as a fault passes through coil Ax. Dif- 
current flows in the primary winding, the emf’s induced ferent classes of steel will produce different shapes of 

in the secondary windings oppose each other. If the mag- CUTVES, and the various grades can be classified or sorted 

netic cores in each of the transformers are identical no cur- by passing them through-this apparatus. Even a change 

rent will flow in the secondary circuit. Thus with a p2r- of composition in a given bar will show up on the oscillo- 

fect core in one transformer, the other one can be assumed graph curve. A crack will produce such an impulse of 

to be perfect if no current flows in the secondary wind. current that the curve will go right off the scale. 

ings when the test is made, . — When an oscillograph is used to measure the current 
The output from the secondaries is connected to an indi- . sty iy 3 a 

in the secondary circuit, it is usually too sensitive for com- 
a _ mercial use. This difficulty has been overcome by using 

sensitive relays to replace the oscillograph. Other circuits 

have regulating potentiometers to regulate the sensitivity 

et ye , and cut out undesirable impulses. 

nm After the ink has been applied and observations made, 
f the residual magnetism must be removed from the part 

va tested. Unless this magnetism is removed, the part prob- 

Zz ably can not be taken from the magnetizer. Magnetized 

Lo Je EE parts also collect iron dust which may get into the bearings 

Qe of a machine. Aircraft parts which affect navigating in- 
struments must be completely demagnetized. Most of the 

e residual magnetism can be removed by reducing the cur- 

ut this rent to zero and then reversing it slightly. This can be 

: done with a potentiometer or a bank of condensers in ne 
F , circuit. To demagnetize the part completely, it is gradu- 

ee name in | uy drawn through a coil in which alternating current is 

thing racy in race- note b k! owing! 
ways. Or you'll want 0 ——_ 
asbestos cable that really beats the heat. References: 
National Electric has all that plus everything else Magnetic Crack Detection, Swift 
you'll want in the way of a complete line of Magnetic Tools and Applications, Molloy 

electrical roughing-in materials. Everything in the * x x 
field of wires, cables, conduit, raceways and 
electrical fittings. A little man came into the office of a psychiatrist. “I 

fer mea of quality was wondering he said timidly, “if you couldn’t split my 

NEis a personality for me. ey. 
National Electric good name The doctor looked puzzled. “Split your personality? 

PROOGCTS CORCORATION to Why would you want that done?” . / 

pclae EN remember. Tears tumbling down the little man’s face, he wailed, 
—_—_——— “Oh doctor, I’m so lonesome!” 
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. , ire Continue your education 

Deep are thelr reots with pay-—at RCA 
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 

With television, you see far beyond Image Orthicon television cameras, tele- Nistor-“one of the world’s foremost nani: 
. e ~ we . a and electronic products 

the horizon. Radio brings you sounds vision picture tubes, compact portable —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

from around the world. Electron mi- radios made possible by tiny RCA elec- Teed ay a ee ree tor ane ; a tunities for ad- 

croscopes peer deep into the world of fron tubes, the 45-rpm record-playing vancements Here are-only five-of the mony 
the infinitesimal. system with the fastest record changer ee ee ee ; N istest sign of radio re- 

These, and other “leaves” on our new ever devised and distortion-free records. ceiver sf including. broadeast, short. wave 
. . _ and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

tree of knowle dge arestooted fin cebative Research in your behalf: Creative re- graph combinations). one 

research as ak ad Out AURCA Labor: search into new principles is another way iS havaiiced development and design of 

tories in Princeton, N. J. Here, scientists in which RCA Laboratories work to im- induction Aiteaaccahapsiannrial 

seek new scientific principles, improve prove: your-way-oF living, Deadership in Se eos 4 * o - ‘ © Design of component ts h aie ponent parts sucl 

old ones, put them to new uses. aon mee and engineering ea value Pe cofls, loudspeakers, capaciton. 
ce to any product or service *D a i 

Already on their achievement list are hun- RCA ci RCA Tee ° cording and producing methods. m= 

dreds of basic developments in electronics, 1 . + ® Desigy of eoeiving,, power, catliode 

television, radio, electron tubes, radar, and old es of ie newest advances in radio, ray, gas and photo tubes. 
3 television, and electronics—in action— Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 

recorded music. RCA research works con- b : t RCA Exhibiti may sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

tinually to give you better products. c seen alibition Hall, 36° West 
P * 49th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Cor. ay Chem sproneeet for Meseauie 

. . . a an emical i ici: 

Examples now working for youinclude: poration of America, Radio City, N. Y. 20. : ngheers ang wee 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Télevision 
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(continued from page 13) Due to the repeated requests of pany. Richard Watson is in the traf- 

Swenson of the EE department was Mr. Jackson, and Swenson’s re- fic department of the Wisconsin 

injured in the famous “Iroquois quest for a leave of absence, Watson Telephone Company at Milwaukee. 

Theater” fire in Chicago, and Wat- continued teaching. Swenson re- James Watson became an associ- 

son was called upon to assume his signed after his leave of absence ate professor in 1920 and a full pro- 
entire teaching schedule. This was, and Mr. Watson, who had now de- fessor in 1928. He is a member of 

of course, a huge task for someone cided to continue in the teaching Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Kappa 

with only a few months’ teaching ex- profession, remained on the engi- Eta Kappa, AIEE, and various other 

perience and without adequate time neering staff. In 1908 he became an engineering and fraternal societies. 

for preparation. In fact, Watson assistant professor. For many years, before the place- 
oa not yet pe himself a i On Sept. 12, 1910, James Watson ment bureau was organized, he was 

the ocak ei "was te. feachy an was married to Edith Churchill in charge of placement for gradu- 
sonsequentiy” ee many long eve: (class of ’08—U. of W.). They have ating Electrical Engineering stu- 

nings mastering these subjects. four sons, all of whom have done dents. He was called to head the 

He continued teaching until about well in their respective fields. Charles Electrical Engineering department 

mid-way in the second semester, C. Watson, Ph.D., is an associate during the last war and served com- 

when Swenson had recovered suffi- professor in Chemical Engineering mendably. 

ciently to resume his teaching du- at the University of Wisconsin. Dr. June, 1949, saw the end of one of 

ties. Mr. Watson went back to the Robert W. Watson is a pediatrician the longest teaching careers in the 
dynamo lab, but took over Swen- in Pasadena, Calif. James Watson, history of the University of Wis- 
son’s classes whenever he was absent Jr., a mining engineer, is Area Pro- consin, a period of service to the 

to work on the forth-coming St. duction Geologist for the Missis- University and its engineering stu- 

Louis Exposition. sippi district of the Shell Oil Com- dents that will long be remembered. 

t rs in creatin rT. | partners cre 9g _— 
For 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession Ee OO) Vouinn | ENA ies 
have made K & E products their partners in creating re COU | 

the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru- | BOING too by | 
ments, drafting equipment and materials—such as the oo 2c 
LEROY} Lettering equipment in the picture—have thus | OD CAQINg. Vi a 
played a part in virtually every great engineering eB 

pS finan ncn mnnaennnnma 

oS SE <j a r jo Se eee aa | AN) — Ss eS , a i ‘oo ekg pe a Ate eg 

| ao “Oe a ers — 
| ee * eee EN co _ . 

EE | a SD PA 24 Come in today 
, a COM he et d t 

“ by Ot 20 er an ge your copy 

= — Z Freel 

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. ifs 9 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 1 
cap vous lsu: Brown's Book Store 

. EN, N. J. . : 
Chicago * St. Louis © Detroit 673 State St. Madison, Wis. 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal Lee 
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Another page for PTT TUL 
. > ae eh e_~—s How to help a coal loader 
— as Co . 

| Off Ya throw its weight around! 
Pe e J : The constant pushing, swinging, scooping action 

e ps Seg? iy [ of a mechanical coal loader places heavy shock 

f. 4 43 4 4 loads on the bearings. To carry these tough loads, 
[| okey 4 engineers for leading mining equipment manufac- 

ef a oo od rg turers specify Timken® tapered roller bearings. 

1® Why TIMKEN’ bearings can 

Due to their tapered design, Timken bearings take WiknstecenaT a “ie | TOUGH, ELASTIC 
radial and thrust loads in any combination. Made of SURFACE - > LN INNER CORE 
Timken fine alloy steel, rolls and races are case- : eek 4 | 

carburized to give a hard, wear-resistant surface . ey 

with a tough inner core to withstand shock. Because i 
the load is carried on a dine of contact between rolls 

and races, instead of being concentrated at a single 

point, stress is minimized. 

Like to learn more 
| ves about bearings? 

-— 4... ony Some of the important engineering problems you'll 
|. | ae nt face after graduation will involve bearing applica- 

i 1 _ ee THADE MARK REG. U5. PA. OFF tions. If you’d like to learn more about this phase 

\ I & yy = TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For additional 

a re —_~ 5 information about Timken bearings and how en- 

. 4 re tts gineers use them, write today to The Timken Roller 

EE Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t for- 
get to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER ©> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 
(4 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL @ AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION we 
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Va eee ran ‘ 

we EX ee A OW mo (continued from page 25) é 

4 Oe rr. WD a conveyor system. That phase is the distribution of the 
oe a ~ © Xt * ee many papers, blueprints, samples, specimens, and other 

\ a cou oS eee IS ABS small items that go directly or indirectly into the making 

\ VA A a oO gr SOS, 8 of the final product. Many evasive hours are lost to this 
ae \ Mo ees. Soke CS . 5.8 

\ Ahelei OS og So ECE as factor in an organization. 
\ Yee A SMP SN 2 : . 5 
\ eo oe . a / SOA Many progressive companies have come to see that 

(oe ag ats there is much to be saved by transporting these compara- 
\ ay tively small items through pneumatic tubes. Such a sys- 

iy tem is composed of a number of evacuated. tubes which 

lead between the different divisions of a company to a 
PROBLEM—Every so often, as the commutator segments central dispatching office. When a message is to be sent, 

of large motors wear down, the mica between them must it is enclosed in a container and shoved into the nearest 

be cut down. Your problem is to work out a tool which tube. The container is quickly sucked along the tube to 

permits _ coe nes to be done without removing the the dispatching office, and there it is placed into a second 

armaturescirom the: Movers: tube which will carry it to its final destination. A central 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER—An S.S.White power drive flexi- office is shown in figure 12. 
ble shaft hooked up to an electric motor gives you the basis One of the first advantages of this system is that there 
of a portable power unit for driving small rotary saws. A is a very definite saving in man hours and expenses for 
handpiece designed for mounting the saws finishes the tool. transporting an article. A second advantage is that there 

re ohh be ee a te made by the Martin- is a shortening of the time lapse from one stage to an- 

SISEEIOGING NO ay OMEIEvElaN Cs 9s other so that a job may be finished in an overall shorter 

The time and labor-saving advantages of having an period of time. And thirdly, the time of the second or third 
easily manipulated power tool which can be brought to workman involved in the operation is not wasted in waiting. 
the work, can be readily appreciated. $.S.White flexible Briefly, the major types of conveyors have been intro- 
shafts make practicable the development of such fools for duced. It should be remembered, however, that all of 

many purposes. these systems require some maintenance and power, and 

* * * have an initial expense, all varying to a greater or lesser 

This is just one of hun- ,..- eeepc degree. All factors must be considered when making a 
dreds of power drive | fm, : "| choice of conveyor, and when that choice is made, it must 

and remote control ff Anos “ be seen that proper care is given to the system if it is to 

problems to which S.S. \: i Cha last its expected life without production tieups. 
White flexible shafts weed : = Costs can be cut with conveyors. The Metzgar Co. has Oe ne e 
provide a simple an- See, _ this to say about a system they devised for the American 
swer. Engineers will © = ~=©— News Company, for the handling and filling of book orders 
find it worth while to = (figure 13): 

be familiar with the 7 ~ : . . 
tange and scope of a ® Ss ie “This small part of their business runs into about four 
these Metal Muscles* Ee million dollars’ worth of books going to libraries, book 
for mechanical bodies. Cee eo stores, stands, etc, The books through their whole system 

Soe § are arranged alphabetically according to titles, grouped 
ee: according to author and also according to publisher. It is 

“Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. a very interesting layout because orders must be filled out 
and elsewhere of a stock of around 50,000 items of books. 

“The fibre boxes shown in the photograph carry the 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 order along the inside to certain ‘stations, at which place 

@ man is required to put in books from his group of shelv- 
It gives essential facts and engineer- Pie ing. He has perhaps a thousand different items which 
ing data about flexible shafts and [same [an might be called for on this order. He puts in what is re- 
their application. A copy is yours L- ae quired and passes the fibre box on to the next station, 
free for the asking. Write today. Pees where the man in charge goes through the same process 

: ~—e | just completed, etc., until the order is filled. 

Pex | “This installation cost over $12,000.00, but in compari- 
S§. WHITE / son to the old method of running around with each order 

= through a myriad of shelving, it is figured then new con- oe e 2 

THE S. 5, WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION veyor will pay for itself in less than a year. 
— DEPT. C, 10 EAST 40th ST.. NEW YORK 16, N.Y. am AHS * : 5 . F 

rugnie swarrs + MEuaLE seart toou + avtceary accessoeits ‘Maintenance on the installation will be practically nil. 
Siasce bomfons -ouuane pecans: © '¢gsepnet Paaney eoaoe Similar installations have been in service twelve years or 

One of Americas AAKA Industrial Enterprises more without any cost of repair.” 
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DISPLAYS MASSIVE PRODUCTS—A « MAKES MICROSCOPIC DETAILS CLEAR 
Diesel locomotive can roar across the b th | —Photography takes great snifications eee ap) ba ‘aKeS great magni ications 

Rockies—all on a movie screen in a ig Ings sma produced by the electron microscope 
prospect’s office. All because photog- ~ (20,000X) on fine-grain Kodak plates, en- 
raphy can take huge things or small, e % larges and records them up to 100,000X on 
and make them of a size for a salesman, sma t in S | = Kodak projection papers. Previously unde- 
teacher, or demonstrator to show. tectable details and new facts are revealed. 

e 3 iS 

and business ee 
il 

eo fee comes out ahead | \.\ 

eo iN — io fi -~ \ 3AM 

“i - ~ Ud  . 

a. fe a aos 
REDUCES FILING SPACE BY 98% — With microfilming, bulky rec- REVEALS STRUCTURE AND CONDITION OF METALS — X-ray diffraction 

ords can be reduced and stored on a few rolls of film. 675 draw- patterns on Kodak films or plates provide important information concern- 
ings, 24” x 36”, can be recorded on a 100’ roll of 35mm. Recordak ing the crystal structure of metals. These patterns help show how alloys 
or Kodagraph Micro-File Film. And everything is quickly ready can be improved or new alloys made—give data on the effect of machining, 
for reference in the Recordak or Kodagraph Film Reader. drilling, and punching upon the structure of the material. 

w= THE SPEED of a flick of light, photog- movies and stills, it can repeat a story, time 

raphy can reduce or enlarge accurately _and again, without the loss of a single detail. 

to scale, and without missing the tiniest detail. Yes, photography serves business and in- 

And that’s not all. dustry in many important and valuable ways. 

It can magnify time with the high speed _ It can work for you, too. If you would like to 

motion-picture camera so that the fastest mo- know how, please feel free to write for litera- 

tion can be slowed down for study. It can ture, or for specific information which could 

record the penetrating x-ray and reveal inter- _ be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 
nal conditions of materials and products. With — Rochester 4, New York. on 

serves industrial, 
commercial, 

and scientific 
mee 
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Will refrigerator doors stand up to years of || Will vibration harm tubes for aircraft radio? K. BS ars y 
slamming? This device slams them 350,000 G-E engineers developed equipment to = RN Spal go 
times, equivalent to 25 years’ average use. shake them 25 times a second for 100 hrs. c MIRE 

\ es as 
pies. ae L226 a aa ag a RRS, SESE ee EEE SWF? * ages 
= ee eee * ~~ Sea isa ) TS age eee WS ae. | 

UG | | | | || | ee ag 
| ee ee NS ae 5 
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2 Is there a leak in the sealed-in G-E re- UN SEQ Wu: h a NN 

frigerating system? This instrument can sete Ne Aa Wr hk ‘ 
% FE Sea Yh SSS 

detect leaks that would permit only an EEE = \\ a 
| ounce of gas a century to escape. ez aA W \ SS IW 

z= BAN ey“ 
; \ Baez Sp, = 

| h for G-E engi These were also tough tests for G-E engineers . .. 
LEAK that would take years to deflate a tire is the G-E Research Laboratory. Further development of 

L \ big cnough to cause trouble in the cooling system it was carried on by the General Engineering and Con- 

ofa refrigerator. How to devise test equipment sensi- sulting Laboratory. It was applied to refrigerator 

tive enough to catch such microscopic flaws and testing by engineers in the Company's Erie, Penn- 

Seah « them from General Hectric waits was also sylvania, plant. 

a tough test for engineering skill and ingenuity. . ‘ g& _ B | 8 ‘ & . y To the consumer, this sort of teamwork means 
But the G-E engineer in search of solutions makes . 

: i P . better, more dependable, longer-lasting General 
use of the stream of new ideas flowing from industry's . . . : 

Jargest technical staff—the more than 9000 scientists, Electric products. To the engineer it means more 

engineers, chemists, physicists, and mathematicians varied opportunities, quicker development, the ad- 

employed by General Electric. vantages of belonging to an organization where 

The principle for the new electronic leak-detector emphasis on research and incentives for creative 

now being used to check refrigerators came out of thinking are the tradition. 
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